JOURNEY THROUGH ADVENT INSTRUCTIONS
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1. Star appears in top of
upstairs window

2. Stargazers on camels appear
under star

3. To one side of window part
way down Mary appears

4. The Angel appears next to
Mary

6. Joseph moves away from
Mary and the angel
reappears

7. The angel disappears again
and Mary joins Joseph where
he is and Bethlehem
appears at far side of
window in the direction
Mary, Joseph and donkey are
going to travel
12. Mary, Joseph and Donkey
join cow in stable at bottom
of window
17. Host of angels appear with
the first angel above the
shepherds

8. Donkey Joins Mary and
Joseph travelling across
window together

9. Mary Joseph and donkey
reach Bethlehem

13. Manger + Baby appear in the
stable

14. Stable scene remains in place 15. Sheep join shepherds
but shepherds appear in
middle of window
19. Shepherds appear at the
20. Shepherds leave the manger
manger
heading back towards their
sheep (perhaps you could
add speech bubbles with
good news above them?
24. Gold Frankincense and
25. You could have all your
Myrrh appear by the manger
characters including the
angels around the manger
and place candle in middle of
window to represent Jesus light of the world being born

11. Innkeeper joins Mary, Joseph
and donkey
16. Angel appears above the
shepherds and sheep

21. The Wise men silhouette
replaced with individual wise
men

22. Wise men get closer to
stable

18. Angels leave (or could stay
and decorate the window)
Shepherds head off across
window to Bethlehem
leaving sheep behind.
23. Wise men arrive at the
manger

5. The angel disappears and
Mary moves across window
a bit to be joined by Joseph
10. No room at the inn so Mary
and Joseph and donkey have
to wait

